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Quiz Tuesday
Triangle Properties









A few minutes – compare/revise 
answers for the “angle chasing” sheet
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Objective
Explore Properties of Isosceles 

and Equilateral Triangles



Legs

What is an Isosceles Triangle?

Vertex Angle

Base

Base Angles



Activity 
p Draw an isosceles triangle using a ruler.

n MEASURE THE SIDES!

p Measure the base angles using a 
protractor.

p Repeat this activity one more time.

What do you notice???



Isosceles Triangle Theorem
p If two sides of a triangle are 

congruent, then the two angles 
opposite the sides are congruent.

p in other words: “The Base Angles of 
an isosceles triangle are congruent”

pg. 1098



Let’s Prove this!

M



What is the converse of a theorem?

pA statement formed by 
interchanging what is given in a 
theorem and what is to be 
proved



Isosceles Triangle Theorem

p If then 

Converse of the Isosceles Triangle Theorem 

p If then 



Activity #2 
p Draw an equilateral triangle using a ruler.

n MEASURE THE SIDES!

p Measure the angles using a protractor.

p Repeat this activity one more time.

What do you notice???



Equilateral Triangle Theorem

If a triangle is equilateral, 
then it is equiangular.

all angles have 
equal measures



Let’s Prove this!



Equilateral Triangle Theorem

p If then 

Converse of the Equilateral Triangle Theorem 

p If then 



Find mÐF.

79°



Find mÐG.

Thus mÐG = 22° + 44° = 66°.
(x + 44)° = 3x°

x = 22°



Find the value of x.

(2x + 32)° = 60°

2x = 28

x = 14



The length of YX is 20 feet.

Explain why the length of YZ is the same.



Find the value of y.

y = 18



Your turn! pg. 1102 (5-8)









Homework
p pg. 1104-1108 (4-10, 12, 13, 19, 20)]

p ***You don’t need to rip this one 
out!!! Too many pages.***


